Best Practices
for Supporting
BIPOC & First
Gen Students in
the Workplace

Why We're Here Today
To create space for
thought, reflection, and
planning around how to
make our workplaces more
equitable and inclusive

To think about our own
paths and identities,
barriers we faced, and
how to set interns up
for success

To glean tangible ideas and
suggestions for supporting
BIPOC and First Gen students &
facilitating high quality
experiential learning
opportunities

LCD Team: Overarching Goals
Facilitate opportunities for students to explore their interests, build skills, and pursue passions
Identify and provide access to academic, leadership, and professional development
opportunities
Expose students to a wide range of professional pathways
Help students acquire mentorship and practical experience in pursuit of their interests
Support scholars to be civically engaged and involved in their communities
Set students to embark upon careers that they are prepared for and excited about
Transform industries so that they are more equitable, diverse, and actively inclusive, and to
empower a new generation of leaders
The LCD Team’s work is grounded in Rainier Scholars anti-racist mission and orientation: we strive
to provide programming and support that benefits and reflects the experiences of students of color
in professional and leadership settings, and we expect that our partners commit to their own antiracism work as part of supporting our scholars (and advancing racial justice more broadly).

Common Barriers for First Gen Students
Lack of first-hand knowledge/exposure to some professional/career pathways (and/or how to advance
within them)
Limited access to role models (in both educational and professional settings)
Familial pressure and possibly lack of support/understanding (financial or otherwise);
balancing "two worlds"
Financial constraints: more likely to work; commute; provide family support
Fewer school resources & less access to academic enrichment
Stigma/bias/discrimination from peers, faculty, schools, workplaces
Imposter syndrome* (absence of a strong sense of entitlement)
Stereotype threat + stereotype projections
Less likely to be mentored/sponsored

Scholar
Experiences
The good, the bad,
and the in between!

Life Cycle of an Internship:
1. Onboarding
2. During the internship
3. Leaving the internship
4. After the internship

Onboarding...
Have a dedicated orientation; make sure students feel welcome, comfortable, and included.
Pay attention to small but important details: name
pronunciation; pronouns; transportation needs (if inperson); necessary attire or supplies.
Explicitly explain office lingo, norms, and dynamics;
avoid unwritten rules and excessive use of jargon.
Provide templates and concrete examples of work
product (think: what will set interns up to succeed?).
Identify mentors and role models, or set up a "buddy system"; make sure mentors are willing
and prepared to support BIPOC/First Gen students, whether or not they identify as such.

During the Internship...
Have a clear process for assignments & assignment
clarification (+ where to go for help!).
Set up ongoing, 2-way street feedback measures.
Be mindful of different learning styles, and learn about
your interns' interests, abilities, strengths, and goals.
Check your own biases and assumptions and encourage
colleagues to do the same. Avoid assuming
skills/interests based on race/culture/background.
Capitalize on students' existing strengths/experiences,
including leadership/managerial.
Cultivate and help facilitate networking opportunities.

During the
Internship...
Encourage students to attend professional
meetings or trainings when possible
(+ participate as appropriate!)

Foster community, in an inclusive/culturally conscious way.
Don't tokenize or "flaunt" the "diverse intern."
Be mindful of news/current events that might particularly affect interns or
employees of color; consider how your office might acknowledge or address them.
Demystify the postgraduate job search process within your organization or field; help students map out
their next steps.
Consider having interns give an end of internship presentation, and/or help them update their materials
(resume, LinkedIn) to reflect their experience.

After the Internship...
Check-in and keep in touch!
Let students know if you are willing to be
a reference; consider whether you can be
a mentor or a sponsor.
Be willing to facilitate networking and
professional connections.
Share job leads + professional
opportunities.

Questions from you...
How to help students feel welcome/included
(including in offices with few BIPOC staff)
How to encourage/make sure students opt in to
opportunities
How to solicit input/perspectives without putting
students on the spot (or tokenizing them)
Tips for managing remote internships
Tips for performance management
How to make sure interns feel valued
Best practices for team/relationship building
How to bring colleagues on board to DEI engagement

Final Reflection:
Write down 3-5 things you took away
from today's conversation that you
hope to implement or incorporate
into your internship program.

Thank You!

Sara Jackson ~ sjackson@rainierscholars.org
Marilyn Lopez ~ mlopez@rainierscholars.org
Steph Salazar ~ ssalazar@rainierscholars.org

